There Are Toxics In My Clothing?!

Even though I’ve worked on toxics issues for many years, I didn’t really realize until fairly recently that toxic chemicals could be in my own clothing — and in noticeable amounts!

That is, until about a year ago, when I bought cotton sweat pants and a matching shirt from a major retailer. After I happily put them on, my skin started itching, my heartbeat became rapid, and I could barely breathe. It was so scary! I’d never experienced this before and wondered what was causing it. At first, I brushed aside the idea that it could be my new clothes. But when I took them off, the reactions quickly subsided. Wow!

Even after washing these items multiple times, and soaking them in baking soda, when I put them back on, these symptoms happened again. I considered returning the clothes to the store, but figured they wouldn’t take them back because I’d washed them. (Now I realize that I could’ve insisted.) So I’ve had them in my garage for a year now, hoping they’ll eventually air out enough to wear. But they still scare me a bit!

I also realized that these toxics are likely harming people and ecosystems throughout the clothes’ lifecycle — at factories and stores, during transit, and through the production of the chemicals themselves.

I wanted to know how I could avoid this problem in the future, so I did some research. But unfortu-
Avoiding That Toxic New Car Smell

You know that treasured “new car smell”? Well, it likely comes from toxics! This includes materials linked to a variety of health problems, including lead, mercury, benzene, PVC (polyvinyl chloride), and BFRs (brominated flame retardants).

The average American spends over 1.5 hours in a car each day, with the sun volatilizing any toxics into the air. So this small confined space can be a major source of indoor air pollution. Eeps!

What can we do to avoid these toxics? The Ecology Center helps answer that question by annually assessing the toxicity of new car interiors. This year, researchers tested 205 of the most popular 2011-2012 model vehicles using an x-ray fluorescence analyzer — and found hundreds of toxic chemicals.

Jeff Gearhart, research director at the Ecology Center, says, “Since these chemicals are not regulated, consumers have no way of knowing the dangers they face. Our testing is intended to expose those dangers and encourage manufacturers to use safer alternatives.”

The good news is that overall ratings are improving, with the best vehicles eliminating PVC and hazardous flame retardants. The top-ranking cars this year were the Honda Civic, Toyota Prius, and Honda CR-Z. The Civic was free of bromine-based flame retardants in all interior components; used PVC-free interior fabrics and trim; and had low levels of heavy metals and other metal allergens. The makers whose scores improved most were Volkswagen, Mitsubishi, and Ford.

The worst rankings in the study went to the Mitsubishi Outlander Sport, Chrysler 200 SC, and Kia Soul. The Mitsubishi Outlander contained bromine and antimony-based flame retardants in the seating and center console; chromium-treated leather on several components; and over 400 parts per million lead in seating materials. Two carmakers’ scores dropped this year: Daimler AG and Volvo.

To peruse the study results, go to www.healthystuff.org. Here you can search by model, comparison shop between models, and cross reference with fuel economy standards, so you can be healthy and respect the planet. There’s even a cell phone app. Also, as you shop for cars, pay attention to what you smell when you’re inside them.

Or perhaps you’ll keep or get an older car, one that’s hopefully out-gassed most of that toxic “new car” smell — and is cheaper too.

Note: The website www.healthystuff.org also has toxic testing results for other brand name products.


The contamination of our world is not alone a matter of mass spraying. Indeed, for most of us this is of less importance than the innumerable small-scale exposures to which we are subjected day by day, year after year. Like the constant dripping of water that in turn wears away the hardest stone, this birth-to-death contact with dangerous chemicals may in the end prove disastrous. . .

Lulled by the soft sell and the hidden persuader, the average citizen is seldom aware of the deadly materials with which he is surrounding himself; indeed he may not realize he is using them at all.” ~ Rachel Carson

Toxics In Clothing, continued

This is even more important with vulnerable babies and children.

Note: “Organic” fiber just means that the crop was grown organically, which avoids agricultural toxics. Processing is what’s done to make the garment itself. Especially look for products certified under the Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS), which defines environmental and social criteria along the entire supply chain, including for toxics. For more on these distinctions, see http://life.guardian.com/article/organic-clothing-can-you-read-between-lines-tag and www.global-standard.org/the-standard.html.

■ Wash all new clothing before use. And know that this might not be enough; some toxics are persistent and designed to stay in the fabric. (Also be sure to use less-toxic laundry soaps!)

■ Avoid cheap new clothing. Sorry, but the low price is usually only possible because of low worker safety and environmental standards, including the use of cheap toxics instead of safer options. We need to get past the “cheap-and-toss” mentality with clothes, which produces all sorts of health and eco-harm. Instead, buy fewer clothes of higher quality that last longer. If you want volume, buy quality used clothes!
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